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Welcome Home to Portugal! 
Exclusive Tailor-Made Travel Experiences in Portugal

Welcome to Portugal! 

This is an exclusive tailor-made travel experience designed by New York 
Times Travel Show Speaker, Sheree M. Mitchell. 

Get ready to visit world-class museums, elegant castles and villas, UNESCO 

World Heritage Sites, Michelin-starred and Michelin-mentioned restaurants, 

traditional Portuguese eateries, and more. You'll get all of Sheree's inside 

tips on each place as well as local VIP contacts. 

Getting excited about your trip?! Click here http://bit.ly/PTvid2019 to join 

Sheree on a 2-minute colorful overview of Portugal.  

Places visited: Lisbon, Cascais, Sintra, Cabo da Roca, Estoril, and Belém. 



Length of trip: 3 days and 2 nights

Number of guests: 2-4

Hotel Category: four-star boutique hotel (city centre) 

Dates: TBA

IMMERSA GLOBAL, LLC is registered with the State of Florida as a Seller of

Travel. Registration No. ST41997. 
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Welcome Home to Portugal video available at 
http://bit.ly/PTvid2019 



Trip Summary

D1: Fall in Love with Lisbon!

D2: Sintra, Cascais, Estoril, Cabo da Roca, & Belém

D3: Make Lisbon Your Own!

Welcome to Lisbon. Welcome to Portugal.

Experience the Magic of the Portuguese Riviera

Explore the Lisbon on Your Own / Bon Voyage
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Welcome to Lisbon. Welcome to Portugal.

D1: Fall in Love with Lisbon!
Arrive in Lisbon. Have our private driver waiting for you at the airport or train station. Drop your

luggage off at the hotel. Have lunch in one of Lisbon's most historical neighbourhoods at one of our

favourite authentic Portuguese restaurants. The owner will greet you and help you select the perfect

dish and wine for each person. 

Your private licensed tour guide will meet you at the restaurant. You'll start your exclusive 3.5 hour tour

of Lisbon in the magical Bairro Alto. 

After you have discovered the magic of Lisbon, your guide will walk you back to your hotel. Check into

your room, rest, freshen up and get ready for a dinner in one of the city's top restaurants for fine

cuisines, curated wine lists, and ambience.  (The restaurant is walking distance from the hotel.) 

After dinner, if you're interested in a night cap, stroll downstairs to the bar for a completely different

scene. 

Return to your hotel. Overnight in Lisbon. 

Experience the Magic of the Portuguese Riviera

D2: Sintra, Cascais, Estoril, Cabo da Roca, & Belém
Enjoy a full breakfast at the hotel. Your private driver will be waiting outside to take you on a full-day

tour of the gorgeous Portuguese Riviera. 

You'll visit Sintra, UNESCO World Heritage Site, known for its century-old castles, magical gardens,

and delicious local pastries. During this full day guided tour, you'll visit: 

Quinta da Regaleira 
Cascais
Cabo da Roca 
Estoril
Belém (Jerónimos Monastery) 
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and much more!

Get ready for a picture-worthy visit to the westernmost point of the European continent, Cabo de

Roca. (Historical records indicate that there was a fort on Cabo da Roca in the 17th century that

played an important part in guarding the entrance to Lisbon’s harbour, forming a defensive line along

the coast, especially during the Peninsular Wars.) Make sure you take a jacket, it gets very windy

here. 

Afterward, enjoy a gorgeous Michelin-mentioned lunch by the sea at one of the finest restaurants

in the area. Try the peixe ao sal (salt-crusted fish) which is sure to be one of the most memorable

food experiences that you will have during this trip. You'll quickly understand why the likes of Brad Pitt,

the King of Sweden, and President Bill Clinton have all dined here.

Travel back towards Lisbon via the Avenida Marginal, one of the most scenic routes in Portugal. 

Sheree's Trip to the Portuguese Riviera: If you'd like to see her experience, click on this 60 second

video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4GrQqLDo5c

Quickly stop by the Jerónimos Monastery for an unbelievable photo opportunity.  If you look across

the street, you'll see the Monument to the Discoveries. Both are located in the Belém

neighbourhood and both are the world's best examples of the Manueline style of architecture (also

known as Portuguese late Gothic). 

Nearby, you'll see a long line of people waiting anxiously for the famous pastel de Belém (aka: Pastel

de Nata). (The English translations are Portuguese egg tart or pastry or custard.) 

Supposedly, this particular bakery produces the best egg tarts in the world. Some Portuguese would

disagree. The best way to find out is to try it for yourself! 

If you'd like to learn about Sheree's Pastel de Nata experience with an award-winning Portuguese

pastry chef in Lisbon, click here: http://bit.ly/natas2018

Around 18h00 the driver will drop you off at the hotel. Rest, freshen up and get ready for a fun

culinary experience where you'll actually cook a beautiful three-course dinner yourself!  (You'll take a

cab or Uber to and from the cooking school. If you prefer to have private transportation arranged,

please let us know.) 

Return to Lisbon. Overnight in Lisbon. 

Meals included: Breakfast and Dinner 
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Explore the Lisbon on Your Own / Bon Voyage

D3: Make Lisbon Your Own!
Enjoy a full breakfast at the hotel. Sleep in late (late check-outs can be arranged when available) or

participate in one of the following activities during your last day in Lisbon: 

Depending on how much time you have, we can arrange:

1. Museum Visits - Visit our favourite museums with a private guide or on your one.

2. Winery Tours - Immerse yourself in Portugal's wine culture in the gorgeous countryside. Just 45

minutes away!

3. Beach Day - Enjoy Portugal's famous beaches just between 30-45 minutes away.

4. Brunch Fit for a Queen - Discover one of our favourite places to enjoy fine food, boutique wines,

and gorgeous views.

5. Shopping - Spend some time discovering hidden fashion gems with a local fashion designer or on

your own.

6. Photoshoot with a Local Photographer - Can include professional make up artist, hair stylist,

etc

7. Street Art Tour - Walk in the footsteps of Lisbon's underground superstars.

8. Farmers' Market Tour - Explore the colorful food markets of Lisbon. These tours are only

available during specific days of the week.

9. Michelin-Starred Lunch - Get dressed up and enjoy an amazing gastronomic experience that

you'll never forget.

10. Foodie Walking Tour - Fun crash course in Lisbon's famous foods.

11. Stand Up Paddle Tours - Learn how to master this amazing water sport with the pros.
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12. Portuguese Cooking Lesson- Learn how to prepare traditional  Portuguese dishes with local

pros.

13. Jewish Heritage Walking Tours - Discover the rich history of the Jewish Diaspora in Lisbon.

14. And much more. Just ask!
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